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#YESREGRETS
module 1: lesson 1

Do you want to greet your deathbed with no
regrets? Then you must face them now!
The #noregrets culture has a major flaw. By
denying our regrets, we deny ourselves the chance
to learn and grow. Every regret we hold is a marker,
showing us where we were not living authentically.
Instead of denying them and ignoring them,
FemPossible women learn to lean into them. To
truly feel them. To learn from them. Then to release
them.
For today's homework, list out at least your top 10
regrets.
Next to each regret, list the EMOTIONAL loss you
suffered because of this decision.
Lastly, list the EMOTIONAL gain you were hoping
for, in making this decision.
Dig deep. Be honest.

Module 1: Day 1
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BREADCRUMBS OF BLISS
module 1: lesson 2

What is your unique dream? The one put in your
soul, that nobody else exactly has? Did you know
we have a trail of breadcrumbs, leading us straight
to it?
Bliss.
What makes you feel bliss? That wiggly-happy
bliss? The curl-your-toes-in-joy bliss?
Today, work out this list. Not only the exact,
external thing you are doing... but what specifically
about it brings you happiness? A dozen women
could like the same activity for a dozen different
reasons.
What do you enjoy doing... and why?
Be as raw as you can. Even if its weird, funky, goofy,
nerdy, etc. Give yourself permission to just be YOU.

Module 1: Lesson 2
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WHAT I REALLY, REALLY
WANT - A
module 1: lesson 3

Going through the 4 C's of a brilliant life answer
the questions. What do you truly want? Write the
answers under the questions. Leave the right sides
of the pages blank for now. Use the backs, or more
paper if you need to.
Use your regrets and your bliss from the past two
days to help inform your answers.
Be bold! Don't hold back! Nobody else ever has to
see this. But you need to know you can be
FEARLESS in your dreaming. Be fierce in your
wanting.
What. Do. You. Want.

Module 1: Lesson 3

What I Want
Connect:
Relationship with Higher Power:

Relationship with Myself and my inner voice:

Relationship with Significant other:

Relationship with Children:

What Mentors do I need?

Do I need Boundaries with my Family? Do I need more intimacy
with my Family?

Relationship with Friends. What friends do I need to Attract?
What friends do I need to Distance?

Module 1: Lesson 3

What I Want
Create:
Income I want to Create:

Value I want to Create to Make Income Inevitable:

Value I want to Create, solely for My Own Enjoyment:

Value I want to Create to Freely Share:

Thoughts / Beliefs I want to Create:

Module 1: Lesson 3

What I Want
Cultivate:
What Support Persons do I want?
Housekeeper? Mother's helper? Lawn
Care? Nanny? Virtual Assistant?
Podcast producer? How often do I
want this help?

What services do I want to include in my lifestyle? Grocery
delivery? Meal kit delivery? Laundry pickup?

What would my ideal work day look like? From the moment my
eyes open to the moment my head hits the pillow? How many
days a week?

What would non-workdays look like?

Module 1: Lesson 3

What I Want
Consume:
What do I want to own? What house?
Car? Furnishings? Play vehicles?
Clothing? Jewelry? What are the
externals I want to buy?

What classes do I want to take? Dance? Martial arts? Music?
Yoga? Business skills? Retreats? Seminars? Classes I want my
children to take?

What experiences do I want for myself and my family?
Vacations? Theatrical events?

What limits on social media do I want to follow? TV?
Compulsive shopping?

What do I want my nutrition and exercise life to look like?

WHAT I REALLY, REALLY
WANT - B
module 1: lesson 4

Today we will be finishing the pages from
yesterday's assignment. The blank column down
the right sides of the pages... It's for EMOTIONS.
Look at all the things you wrote down that you
want. Now, think about what each one would feel
like. Write these feelings in the blank column.
Some emotions might only appear once on your list.
Others may come up again and again and again.
That's okay. Just write down all the feelings that
would come with having everything you want.
It doesn't' have to make sense. If achieving a
certain thing would make you feel fierce, where it
might make another woman feel safe... put fierce.
The question isn't "how would this make a plainjane, vanilla, average avatar feel?"
How would this make YOU feel?

CONGRATULATIONS LETTER
module 1: lesson 5

Write a letter to yourself.
One year from today. Congratulate your Queen for
all she has achieved. (all the things you mentioned
above)
Write it as if it's already happened. Remember the
emotions!
"Wow, Me! You must feel so X after doing X! And
driving that X? Amazing. I bet it is X every time you
think about it..."
Really fan-girl your Queen here. Be your own best
groupie!

